
BERNARD
Production engine



Bernard is a studio-wide production engine.

Studio-centric rather than project-centric, it 

is deeply linked to all the resources of the 

studio.

Bernard is the perfect link between your 
data and processes.

Who is Bernard ?



Welcome in a unique production engine

Build your own dynamic pipeline
● Visually design workflows on the fly

● Collaborative and real-time
● Easily manage files, versions, assets, shots etc.

● Connect all your applications and tools 

● Synchronize your tasks and schedules automatically

● Track users and computers performance 

with precise productivity metrics

All these features centralized in a complete customizable and scriptable platform.



Real time cooperative platform
Based on state-of-the-art network 

and database technologies, Bernard 

is an alive platform.

It shows you in real time all the 

actions in progress over all your 

studios. Bernard is always up to 
date. 

Real time updates



Production sight

Automatic timelog, metrics and 

global, per-project or per-user 

productivity report. 

Take back control of your profit 

and loss by having all the data in 

your hands.



Alive workflow

Nodal workflow
State machine 

Define visually all your 

production process and the 

dependencies in between all 

tasks. Modify it at anytime or 

at any step of your production.
“The key is located in the graph workflow 

structure, not in the states multiplicity.”

Bernard Brainstorming, 2015/03/21

7 states to rule them all



Workflow, tasks and scripts
Control applications and scripts directly from Bernard. 

Scripts launch automatically on assigned user’s computer when the task is ready

 Keep an eye on all processes: get real time feedback and log.

Batch
Shell

Binaries

Python



Unify and control
Manage applications and files.  

Dynamic name convention and versioning.

Adapt seamlessly to any guidelines. 



Bernard helps your team to communicate 

in the direct context of their work. 

Quality

Notifications

Paint over

Check-List
Notes



COVID-19 ready

Instantly control access to your 

production all over the globe, 

using user credentials, IP or 

MAC address filtering.

Bernard will manage all the 

processes and file transfers to 

make you feel at the office.

End-to-end secure transfers, 

access and encryption



Bernard’s API can help your developers to connect to any 

information system. 

Synchronize and import data from other production 

tracking tools like Shotgun, Ftrack, etc. 

Bernard can communicate with any tool or application

Bernard is cross-platform : Windows, Linux & OS X

Bridge to production softwares and tools



They are using Bernard 



Bernard in production

After 5 years of high-end productions Bernard is up to any challenge.

180 projects delivered, 55 different clients, each with their own way of working.



It’s time to build strong roots for what’s ahead! 

Cutting edge database and technologies will boost your pipeline.

Bernard will empower all your current tools by integrating them into a new consistent ecosystem.

We propose full support by sending our squad on site for a smooth transition.

Let’s build together your ideal workflow. 

A workflow that will evolve according to the needs of future.

Bernard is the perfect partner to an agile studio. 

Partnership and full support



Roadmap
Core
Migrate DB to  DGraph
New Sync Server based on MQTT

Tools
DCC plugins: 
Autodesk collections, Foundry collections,
Houdini, Adobe collections, 
Unreal Engine, USD, OpenTimelineIO.

UI
Customizable KPI  / Stats
UI dependency between workflows
Multiples workflow per item



Behind the magic

Database :  MongoDB Atlas soon to change to DGraph

Sync:  Amazon AWS EC2 + BSS (Bernard Synchro Server) 

MetaData : Amazon AWS S3 Bucket

Source code : Python 

UI: Qt

Python


